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Last night, before I went to bed,
I had the slightest feeling of dread.
And like every time when at night I was bothered,
I went straight to talk with father and mother.
But they were busy, talking so intently
and didn’t even notice that I approached and 
listened gently.
They said very strange sentences and phrases
and made the most peculiar faces.

I tried to understand what they were saying,
because they even mentioned my name now and 
again.
They said “Will is acting out”, “disruptive”, and 
something like “Hyperactive”.
Who knows if they meant like Superman or 
something really attractive…



I quietly slipped to my cosy room;
I hugged the Teddy I got from Granny Bloom.
But what can I do if my eyes won’t close?
The thoughts go ‘round and ‘round in my head,
playing catch in front and ahead.

Mother said that I interupt
and that I really easily erupt.
And it reminded me how our teacher Natalie
explained once about the eruption of Volcano 
Etna in Italy.



I thought to myself about an idea,
and felt that a solution drew near.
Maybe I too have a tiny volcano inside
that erupts whenever something confuses me 
deep inside?

Early in the morning, when I got to class,
I played, like always, with my best friend Chas.
He’s the only one I told about the “volcano” I 
discovered;
Maybe he too has such a volcano, I wondered.


